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Background: Two strong areas at Chalmers

1

What is the impact of AI on climate change?

2

Is there a role of AI in reducing climate change?

Should one expect any connections?

Climate change
Many sectors of the economy
Collective action problems
Depends on innovation

Should one expect any connections?
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Artificial intelligence

Many sectors of the economy

General purpose technology
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Possibly disruptive

Depends on innovation

Drives innovation

The last 10 years: A surge in AI technology

Credit: Ray Kurtzweil, 2005

The breakthrough: computer vision

We can train computers to surpass human performance on vision tasks
Using large volumes of data and power

AI training: Two eras for number of computer operations

A 2-year doubling time used to be the case
A 3.4-month doubling time starting in 2012.
Credit: OpenAI (2018)

What is the cost of this?

Facebook data centre in Luleå, Sweden.

Google-owned data centre in Oregon, U.S.

Credit: Jonathan Nackstrand/AFP/Getty, and Connie Zhou/Google/Zuma

Currently: like a small country (1% of global electricity)

Data centres: 0.3% overall carbon emissions, ICT overall: 2% of global emissions (like aviation)
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A few percent of electricity by 2030? But: locate close to renewables

Credit: “How to stop data centres from gobbling up the world’s electricity”, Nature, September, 2018

The dual use of AI: General data-driven optimization
Example: Reducing power usage in data centres

Credit: Google Deepmind AI

AI in greentech to reduce resource usage

Can we find good data to study innovation in greentech?
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Patents

Possibly the best historical track record of commercial innovation
Spans different sectors of the economy
Study 6 million patents after 1976; in the largest economy (the U.S.)
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Example: Energy technologies
energy greentech+ai: largest subgroups
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A regular doubling rate: Continued snowball effect?
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Take-aways

AI is a powerful tool; tools can be used in good and less good ways
Data centre electricity/carbon footprint: currently on the order of 1%
AI innovation in greentech is increasing, which warrants further study
of costs and benefits in different sectors

Thank you for your attention!
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